Flour Tech Engineers (p) Ltd.

http://www.flourtechengineers.in/

Being a client centric organization, we are highly engaged in manufacturing, exporting and supplying a wide range of Processing Machinery. The products are highly needed by the clients for their best performance and longer operational life.
About Us

We "Flour Tech Engineers (p) Ltd." were incorporated in the year 1998, as a leading manufacturer, exporter and supplier of a broad range of Processing Machinery for our customers. Our product assortment includes Flour Mill Processing Machinery, Rice Mill Processing Machinery and Food Processing Machinery. These processing machinery are manufactured by employing finest grade basic material in full compliance with the set industry guidelines under the supervision of our well trained workforce. To cater the diverse demands of our valued clients, we are offering these products in different specifications. Apart from this, we are offering these processing machinery at leading market price. Offered products are highly appreciated across the market for their reliable performance and longer service life.

To manufacture the offered processing machinery as per the set industry norms, we have developed a well-equipped and designed infrastructure facility at our premises. To handle this infrastructure and execute our business related tasks, we have hired a team of deft professionals. These professionals are selected through industry approved selection procedures. Further, for hassle free execution of all our business related tasks, we have parted our infrastructure facility into various operating units. To achieve our organizational goals and objectives, our professionals are working with full dedication and close coordination with each other. We are able to deliver all the offered processing machinery on time, as we have developed a wide distribution network. We export in South African country.

Under the valuable supervision of our mentor Mrs. Suman Gupta, we have attained such a distinct and dynamic position in the market. Due to her excellent management skills and vast industry experience we have been able to cater the diverse demands of our client base in an effective manner.
CRACKER MACHINE

Cracker Machine

Automatic Cracking Machine

Cracker Dryer Machine
GRAVITY SELECTOR

Pre Cleaner Machine

Emery Roll Machine

Gravity Selector
FLOUR MILL PROCESSING MACHINERY

Gravity Selector Cum Destoner

Roller Flour Mill Plant

Horizontal Scourer

Vibratory Feeders
RICE MILL PROCESSING MACHINERY

Plan Sifters
Rice Whiteners
Pneumatic Vibro Huskers
Silky Polishers
FOOD PROCESSING MACHINERY

- Air Jet Filters
- Intensive Dampeners
- Rotary Separators
- Vibro Feeders
LAB EQUIPMENT

- Serological Water Baths
- Sieve Shakers
- Lab Sifter Machine
- Lab Sifter
ROTARY SEPARATOR

Bran Finisher

Cockle Cylinder

Rotary Separator

Rotary Grain Separator
WATER FLOW METER

Water Flow Meter

Aspiration Channel

Entoleter Machine

Entoleter Water Flow Meter
DAL MILL MACHINE

Dal Dryer

Besan Making Machine

Dal Mill Plant
DUST CONTROL EQUIPMENT

Medium Pressure Blower

High Pressure Blower

Centrifugal Fan

Low Pressure Blower
MATERIAL HANDLING EQUIPMENT

- Industrial Airlock
- Screw Conveyor Machine
- Industrial Cyclone
- Bucket Elevator Machine
PULVERIZER GRINDING MACHINE

Pulverizer Grinding Machine

Grain Pre-Cleaning Machine

Pulverizer Machine

Vibratory Machine
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Length Graders
- Vibro Separator
- Flaking Machine
- Roller Mills
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Flour Milling Machine
- Purifiers
- Bran-Finishers
- Impact Detachers
- Plan Shifter
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Vibro Purifier
- Flour Mill Process Plants
- Drum Sieve
- Plan Sifters
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Rice Mill Process Plants
- Paddy Cleaner
- Rice Grader
- Length Rice Grader
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Roll Body Rice Mill
- Plan Sifter
- Dry Destoner
- Rice Mill Machinery
OTHER PRODUCTS:

Vibro Grader

Multi Grader

Silo Dischargers

Sedimentation Shaker
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- Food Processing Plants
- Reverse Jet Filter
- Food Processing Machinery
- Grinding Plant
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>Factsheet</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Year of Establishment</strong> : 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nature of Business</strong> : Manufacturer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Number of Employees</strong> : Upto 10 People</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CONTACT US

Flour Tech Engineers (p) Ltd.
Contact Person: Suman Gupta

Plot No. 182, Sector 24
Faridabad - 121005, Haryana, India

📞 +91-8079447687
🌐 http://www.flourtechengineers.in/